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ABSTRACT
Many efforts to increase accessibility in coding for developers with
visual impairments (DWVI) focus on supporting interactions with
development tools. But, to understand how to appropriately modify
and write source code, developers must seek information from a variety of disparate and highly technical sources. DWVI might benefit
from technological support in this process. But, it is unclear what
accessibility issues arise in technical information sources, whether
accessibility impacts strategies for seeking technical information, or
how best to support DWVI in information seeking. We conducted
observations and interviews with twelve DWVI, to explore their
information behaviors. We found that DWVI seek information in
many of the same sources as their sighted peers, and accessibility
issues in technical information sources were similar to those in
nontechnical sources. But, despite these similarities, examining
development as an information seeking process highlighted the
role of contextual and social factors in determining accessibility for
DWVI.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Digital technologies have produced fundamental changes in the
global economy which make technical computing skills, like programming, a gateway to abundant and lucrative job opportunities
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[2, 3]. Broadening access to programming skills is important for ensuring these opportunities are equitably distributed and attainable
for all members of society. The opportunities afforded by programming skills may be particularly important for people with visual impairments (PWVI), who currently experience significant economic
inequities [1, 25, 55]. Accordingly, there has been broad academic
interest in increasing the nonvisual accessibility of tools involved in
programming, like Interactive Development Environments (IDEs)
and source code [10, 26, 41, 53, 62, 67–71], diagrams [33, 34, 46],
graphs [11, 12, 32, 44, 45, 48, 79], and even in the pedagogies used
to teach Computer Science [36]. Improving accessibility in each of
these areas is important for broadening participation of PWVI in
technical occupations. However, providing individual, accessible
tools—even if they offer a high level of usability—cannot necessarily
guarantee the development experience of developers with visual
impairments (DWVI) will be comparable to that of developers with
no specified visual impairments (DWNSVI).
To appropriately modify and write source code, developers must
seek and synthesize information across many disparate and highly
technical information sources. Information seeking and synthesis
is a particularly difficult aspect of professional coding, regardless
of visual abilities. So, a variety of novel technologies have been
designed specifically to support this process [16, 37–39, 52, 59, 61,
75, 80]. These tools have been built upon a large body of research
examining the information behaviors of DWNSVI [17, 22, 30, 31, 47,
49, 51, 60]. DWVI might also benefit from support in information
seeking. However, there is no analogous body of work examining
the information behaviors of DWVI. But, outside the context of
software development, studies of everyday web use show that PWVI
who use screen readers have fundamentally different strategies for
seeking and assessing information than people who use vision to
navigate the web [5, 13, 14, 54, 65, 72]. So, it cannot be assumed
that DWVIs’ information behaviors mirror those of DWNSVI, nor
that techniques for supporting DWNSVIs’ information seeking and
synthesis will benefit DWVI.
To explore how DWVI seek and synthesize information in their
professional lives, we conducted observations and in-depth interviews with 12 professional DWVI. We asked them to search online
API documentation for a package meeting a specific need, reflect on
the decisions they made in searching for that package, and connect
this to their use of technical information sources in their professional life. We used this task to scaffold in-depth interviews about
other information sources used in coding, accessibility issues in
each of these sources, and the factors considered when deciding
which source to select.
We found that DWVI used many of the same information sources
previously documented in studies of DWNSVI, and these technical
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sources suffered from fundamental accessibility issues common
to nontechnical sources. Yet, despite these similarities, we found
that examining development as an information seeking process
highlighted the role of contextual and social factors in determining
accessibility for DWVI. We outline our findings below to compare
our observations to previous explorations of DWNSVIs’ information behaviors and accessibility issues in nontechnical information
sources, and to identify ways in which accessibility in development
may be impacted by factors outside of the IDE.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Nonvisual Software Development
Because of the growing need for PWVI to have technical computing skills in the shifting economy, there has been wide academic
interest in supporting accessibility in computer programming and
in STEM disciplines, more broadly. These efforts have addressed
diverse domains, including increasing nonvisual accessibility in
programming education (see [36], for a recent review), in scientific
and mathematical graphs [11, 12, 32, 44, 45, 48, 79], and in UML
models [33, 34, 46].
In this domain, a large portion of research efforts have been
directed at increasing the nonvisual accessibility of source code
and IDEs [53, 67, 69–71], because the line-by-line outputs of screen
readers make it difficult for DWVI to gain high-level understanding
of the structure of source code [6, 7, 9]. In response, many works
have aimed to provide explicit information about nesting and hierarchical structure of source code. For example, Baker et al. [10]
designed StructJumper, which generated an accessible tree structure
to provide hierarchical information about the codebase that was
more easily traversed with screen readers than a source file. Similarly, Smith et al. [68] constructed a hierarchical tree for conveying
source code structure using unique auditory cues. Hutchinson and
Metatla [41] tested the viability of different types of auditory cues,
including speech and spearcons, for conveying code structure nonvisually. Potluri et al. [62] designed CodeTalk, which used auditory
feedback to provide information about code structure, and to indicate syntax error highlights and changes in variable values as a
program is executed. Alternatively, Falase et al. [26] explored the
use of slide potentiometers to display such information about code
structure and indentation levels through haptic channels.
While the highly visual structure of source code is an important
problem to address in professional software development, it is likely
not the only accessibility issue impacting DWVIs’ development
experience. Yet, very few works have empirically explored other
barriers DWVI face in their work lives. In one exception, Mealin and
Murphy-Hill [56] found evidence of a variety of other accessibility
issues in development, including reliance on sighted coworkers
creating embarrassment and difficulties managing the large amount
of information gathered in development. Here, we build on this
work by examining accessibility issues in information seeking and
technical information sources, outside of source code navigation
and IDEs.
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2.2

Information Behaviors of Developers with
No Specified Visual Impairments

Due to the information intensive nature of engineering professions,
engineers were among the first groups of people to be studied as
users of information [27]. Although many studies of engineers’
information behaviors have been conducted outside the context of
software development ([8, 50, 63], to name only a few), research
suggests that information seeking in software development may
be a particularly complex process. Developers have been found to
employ a large number of information sources in their professional
work, including technical blogs, expert others, online tutorials [51],
and shared code bases [49, 64], to meet a diverse set of information needs, like just-in-time learning, translating syntax from one
programming language to another, remembering implementation
details [17] and maintaining mental models of shared code repositories [49]. Understanding the information needs of developers can
be particularly complex, as needs have been found to depend on
the programming task at hand [47, 51], the project phase [31, 51],
and other contextual factors, like personal expertise and job role
[31]. Even within a singular programming task, like code review,
developers’ information needs have been found to be particularly
diverse and dependent upon individual priorities [60].
Studies of engineering professionals, outside the context of software development, consistently find that engineers prioritize saving
time when seeking information and, as such, select information
sources based on its "accessibility," here meaning ease of access,
disregarding other important factors, like quality and breadth of
information (see [27] for an overview). Studying software developers’ information behaviors through theoretical models remains rare
[30]. But, recognizing the importance of saving time for engineers,
a large number of academic works presenting novel digital tools
aimed at easing information seeking and synthesis for software
developers. Many of these systems ease information seeking by
integrating multiple, distributed information sources. For example,
Brandt et al.’s Blueprint integrated web search functionality into
the IDE [16]. Conversely, Hartmann et al.’s D.mix supported code
editing functionality in the web browser [37]. Oney and Brandt’s
Codelets integrated code examples with interactive explanations
into the IDE [59]. Similarly, Ponzanelli et al.’s Seahawk used a custom Eclipse plugin to display Stack Overflow insights in the IDE [61].
Hoffman et al.’s Assieme synthesized information in JAR files, API
documentation, and webpages with examples and plain-language
explanations [38]. Other systems aim to ease developers’ information seeking, by scaffolding decision making. For instance, Buse and
Zimmerman [22] explored whether automated software analysis
tools might provide additional indicators to scaffold information
seeking. Holmes et al.’s Strathcona automatically recommended
relevant examples of API usage, based on the source code elements
selected by developers [39]. Stylos and Myers’ Mica augmented
web search for API classes and methods, by providing appropriate
results based on plain-language descriptions of desired code functionality [75]. Similarly, Liu et al.’s Unakite provided information
about the tradeoffs of seemingly-equivalent codeblocks to assist
developers in deciding which of many possible solutions best meets
their needs [52].
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Because of the complex information needs of developers, these
efforts to scaffold information seeking and synthesis are important.
Yet, each of the above works examined only DWNSVI. But, given
the importance of information sources’ ease of access for engineers
[27], it is likely that DWVIs’ information seeking strategies may
be impacted by technical accessibility issues in the information
sources employed in software development. So, it is not clear that
these insights translate to supporting DWVI. Our study builds on
this existing literature, by examining whether and how DWVIs’
information behaviors differ from the information behaviors of
DWNSVI, as previously documented in these works.

2.3

Information Behaviors of Web Users with
Visual Impairments

The vast majority of research examining the information behaviors
of PWVI has been conducted in the domain of casual web browsing.
Because online information resources are prone to accessibility
issues, many of these efforts have aimed to increase the overall
accessibility of the web through technical augmentation ([15, 66,
78, 81] to name only a few).
Empirical studies of web browsing have shown that visual abilities and screen reader use produce differences in the information
behaviors of web users with and without visual impairments. For example, Bigham et al. [13] found that accessibility issues, like missing
alt text or heavy use of dynamic content, not only increase navigation time, but reduce PWVIs’ overall engagement with inaccessible
sites. But, Vigo et al. [78] found that it is difficult to determine
whether a site returned by a web search will be accessible before
a user navigates to it, causing PWVI to employ suboptimal information seeking strategies, like probing search results at random.
Similarly, Sahib et al. [65] found that, because of the temporal cost
of browsing the web with screen readers, PWVI have fundamentally
different strategies than their sighted peers for formulating search
queries and exploring and managing search results. Stockman and
Metatla [72] found that differences in the ways web users with
and without visual impairments traverse the web produce different
conceptualizations of how web content is structured. Bigham et al.
[14] found that inaccessibility in web content makes it difficult for
web users with visual impairments to know what information is
actually present in online sources. Additionally, Abdolrahmani and
Kuber [5] found that people with and without visual impairments
employ different strategies for assessing the credibility of online
information sources.
While these studies demonstrate many ways in which visual
abilities and screen reader usage influence information behaviors,
they have primarily focused on casual web use and nontechnical
information sources. So, these works suggest it is likely that the
information behaviors of DWVI differ from those of their sighted
peers. But, it cannot be assumed that these insights and suggestions
for designing accessible web pages will translate directly to the
highly technical information sources that are sought in coding. So,
our work expands on these insights by examining whether and
how visual abilities and screen reader use affect information behaviors within the specialized information sources used in software
development.
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3 METHODS
3.1 Participants
For our interviews, we recruited twelve DWVI, by contacting a
previously curated list of people interested in participating in accessibility research. We observed that one member of the existing
list also posted our study invitation to a mailing list for DWVI.
We cannot distinguish the exact number of participants recruited
from each source. In order to be included in this study, participants
needed to indicate that they 1) regularly use screen readers to access
digital devices and 2) write or modify source code as part of their
professional work. There were no other inclusion criteria. Each participant received a $175 thank you gift for their time, commensurate
with their specialized skill set.
Two participants identified as women and ten identified as men.
Seven participants were born with their visual impairment, and only
one had experienced a visual impairment for less than two years.
Six participants described themselves as completely blind. Three
interviewees described themselves as having some light perception.
Two interviewees described themselves as low-vision. One participant declined to describe his visual abilities in detail. To be included
in our study, participants were required to indicate modifying or
writing source code as part of their job. But, job roles were diverse,
and only four participants indicated working as software engineers.
Similarly, to be included in our study, participants were required
to use screen readers regularly. But, many used other assistive
technologies, also. A full list of participant identifiers, demographics, visual abilities, job roles, and other assistive technology use is
shown in Table 1.

3.2

Procedure

We conducted all sessions remotely using teleconferencing software, primarily due to local social distancing mandates. But, we
note that remote interviews have been used in accessibility studies, prior to these mandates, to increase the geographic diversity
and distance over which recruiting can occur [74]. Each remote
meeting was scheduled for 105 minutes, including the introduction to the study, the research session in which data was collected,
and a debriefing period in which participants were invited to ask
questions about the session. Research sessions lasted between 94
minutes and 113 minutes, averaging 103 minutes each. In total, we
collected and analyzed approximately 21 hours of data from our
twelve participants.
Each research session consisted of two sections: 1) An observational section and 2) an in-depth interview section. During the
observational section, participants were asked to share a window
on their screen over the teleconferencing software and to perform
a predefined task, which required navigating online API documentation for the open-source Go programming language, to find a
package and function given specific criteria. Because we did not
require our participants to have prior experience with Go, participants were asked to seek a function which performs simple String
manipulation, which is a common programming task in many programming languages. We asked participants to think aloud during
this process, as much as was comfortable for them. We additionally probed participants to reflect upon their experience in pivotal
moments, or when we observed navigation issues. Observation
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Table 1: Participant Demographics
ID

Job Description

Age

Gender

Visual Impairment, Duration

Other Assistive Devices

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12

Accessibility Specialist
Software Engineer
Accessibility Specialist
Software Engineer
Security Specialist
Software Engineer
Accessibility Specialist
Web Developer
Software Engineer
Accessibility Specialist
Accessibility Specialist
Accessibility Specialist

61+
31-40
31-40
24-30
31-40
31-40
31-40
31-40
24-30
31-40
31-40
31-40

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
W
M
M
W

Light Perception, <2 Years
Completely Blind, >7 Years
Low-Vision, >18 Years
Light Perception, Since Birth
Completely Blind, Since Birth
Light Perception, Since Birth
Completely Blind, Since Birth
Light Perception, Since Birth
Low Vision, >7 Years
Not Reported, Since Birth
Completely Blind, >18 Years
Completely Blind, Since Birth

None
None
Magnification, Braille Terminal
Braille Terminal
None
None
Braille Terminal
None
Magnification
Braille Terminal
None
Braille Terminal

sections were designed to last 30 minutes and were ended around
this time, regardless of whether the assigned task was completed.
We then used these observations to scaffold a longer conversation in in-depth interviews about information seeking while
engaged in professional coding, which were designed to last 60
minutes. We adopted an approach to interviewing based on the
Critical Incident Technique [29]. Broadly speaking, this technique
asks participants to recount a recent or eventful time in which they
were engaged in the behaviors of interest–here, software development. This approach has been shown to be a reliable method
for gaining valid insights about in-situ behaviors retrospectively
and has been used effectively in studies of information behaviors
in other contexts [28, 77]. As participants recounted salient incidents of software development, we probed for more information
about 1) what sources they used to find technical information, 2)
the reasons they used these sources, 3) what types of accessibility
issues they experienced using these sources, 4) whether alternative
sources provided similar information, and 5) how they chose to use
the selected source. However, Critical Incident interviews are only
loosely structured, to encourage participants’ free-form reflection
[29]. So, often participants shared insights outside the four areas
we directly probed.
Although our methods were designed to serve as sequential sections, participants often described their typical information seeking
behaviors during the observation section and referred to the documentation example used in observations when describing their
information behaviors during interviews. So, while the intended
purpose of the observation section was to scaffold reflection during
interviews, it was not strictly a priming exercise. Rather, informative data were gathered in both sections, and collected throughout
the entirety of each 105 minute session. Here, the findings reported
resulted primarily from our in-depth interviews. But, as participants
often connected our predefined task to their typical information
seeking practices, we report all generalizable findings on technical
information source accessibility and information seeking together,
regardless of the specific study section in which they arose.

3.3

Analysis

The first author moderated all research sessions and took notes
throughout. The second and third author observed these sessions
and submitted interview questions to the first author over a private
messenger. Each research session was audio- and video- recorded
and transcribed in full by a reputable third-party transcription service, yielding 313 pages in total. Within these transcripts and notes,
we excerpted each passage in which participants indicated using
a specific information source. The first author then conducted an
inductive qualitative analysis, which consisted of three steps. First,
he classified all excerpts into categories describing the types of
information sources discussed. Second, he developed open codes
to describe individual participants’ use of each type of information source. Third, he developed thematic codes from these open
codes to describe commonalities in the use of each type of information source across participants. Finally, the first author shared
his codebook, containing thematic codes and representative quotes
from participants, with the other members of the research team,
who reviewed them for accuracy and clarity. After reviewing the
codebook separately, team members met to discuss and confirm
agreement together. No significant disagreements surfaced.

4

FINDINGS

We found that participants discussed seven types of information
sources, outside of source code and IDEs. Four identified sources—
Official Documentation, Blogs and Tutorials, Forums, and Textbooks—functioned strictly as information sources. Three identified
sources—Web Search, Other People, and Memory—were described
by participants as information sources, although they have alternative functions. There were strong commonalities in participants’
descriptions of their use of strictly informational sources, typically
expressed in terms of 1) the technical depth of information provided,
and 2) the prior knowledge required to use them. But, information
sources with alternative functions had highly specific uses. So, their
utility was conceptualized differently than other identified information sources. Additionally, strictly informational sources had
readily identifiable technical accessibility issues. But, the accessibility issues of information sources with alternative functions
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were extremely nuanced. Consequently, selecting between strictly
informational sources was typically described as a decision made
based on participants’ familiarity with a given topic. But, choices
about employing information sources with alternative functions
were more complex and dependent on personal and social factors.

4.1

Strictly Informational Sources

Across all participants, 1) Official Documentation, 2) Blogs and
Tutorials, 3) Forums, and 4) Textbooks, were the most commonly
discussed information sources which functioned strictly as information sources. Typically, the utility of these sources was expressed
in terms of 1) the technical depth of information provided, and 2)
the prior knowledge required to use them. Each of these sources
suffered from technical accessibility issues, which impacted their
usability for our participants.
4.1.1 Official Documentation. All twelve participants described
using official documentation for programming languages and APIs
in their software development activities. Collectively, participants
indicated official documentation was useful for finding low-level
technical details and required some prior knowledge to use.
Six participants {P2, P3, P4, P6, P9, P10} indicated that they used
official documentation when they needed low-level technical details.
For example, {P10} stated that he turns to official documentation
when he needs to know “what kind of information does the API
provide, what kind of parameters can I use in my function when I call
the API. . . and what kind of response the API will provide.” {P3} indicated using official documentation when “the compiler isn’t happy
and you have to go dig for whatever it is that makes it work.” {P2}
recounted an incident, in which “yesterday, I was looking at [official
documentation] that they provided for how to integrate stuff, improve
the exact [application function] and stuff like that. . . some things are
being deprecated so all that stuff is there on their [documentation].”
Eight participants {P1, P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, P11, P12} indicated
that official documentation requires prior knowledge to use. For
instance, {P4} shared that “If I’m looking at API docs, I generally know
what the API is and what it does...I will generally start at a higher
level...and then I can drill down.” Similarly, {P6} noted that he uses
official documentation “when I know I need to look at information on
a specific package.” Conversely, {P11} recounted a time in which his
lack of prior knowledge rendered official documentation unusable,
stating, “once I did find the documentation, I was like, ‘OK, great. But,
I’m new to [this language]—what does the actual syntax look like if I
want to do operation X, here?’”
Six participants {P1, P3, P4, P7, P8, P10}, identified specific accessibility issues in official documentation. In fact, {P4} noted that,
“Assuming that your IDE is accessible, [coding is] really a pretty level
playing field—it’s just everything outside of the IDE that’s the problem...Like documentation.” Specific issues raised included differences
in behaviors across screen readers {P1}, visual styling producing
confusing markups {P3}, loading too much content degrading performance of screen readers {P7}, lack of proper headers {P8}, the use
of inaccessible visual content {P10}, and inconsistent formatting
across pages on a single site, which prevents learning document
structure {P4, P10}.
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4.1.2 Blogs and Tutorials. Eleven participants (all but {P4}) described using blogs and tutorials in their software development
activities. Collectively, participants indicated blogs and tutorials
were useful for finding high-level general information and did not
require any prior knowledge to use.
Four participants {P1, P2, P3, P11} spoke to the use of blogs and
tutorials for finding high-level general information. For instance,
{P2} used tutorials to find “some overview” of a topic and {P3} indicated that a tutorial will show users “all the basics.” {P1} pointed
to the limitations of the high-level general information provided
by tutorials, stating they “start teaching you, ‘OK, this is what a
list is, this is how you initialize one’...But, they don’t teach you every
single method that’s in a list.” Similarly, {P11} noted, “they’re not
like the ground-up instruction or anything...It’s not supposed to be an
in-depth ‘how-to-do-everything-with-[framework].’”
Eight participants {P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9} indicated using blogs and tutorials in cases where they had little or no prior
knowledge about an application or language. {P1} noted that he
starts “stressing out when you tell me things that you assume I should
know. [So, in this case,] I started out by reading a blog post.” {P2}
used tutorials in cases where he is working on “something that I’m
not familiar with, or maybe I know it’s out there and I haven’t used
it...I’m just trying to learn.” Likewise, {P9} used tutorials “to see how
people have done it...to see if there’s something simplified enough that
I can understand it.”
Nine participants {P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P12} identified
specific accessibility issues in blogs and tutorials. Most commonly,
participants indicated that blogs and tutorials make heavy use of
visual instructional content that is not properly described {P1, P2,
P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P12}. {P5} suggested that accessibility issues
are especially prevalent in blogs and tutorials, noting “you tend
to see [issues] more in tutorials, because people will just take some
screenshots and add a couple of paragraphs and call it done.” {P7}
expressed desire for tutorials designed specifically for DWVI, noting
“I wish they would at least write the entire code in the transcription...[or
show] how somebody using a screen reader would be [doing it], by
recording that video using a screen reader, basically.” {P10} even
indicated “I have yet to find...a tutorial website that I am proud of”
in terms of its accessibility.
4.1.3 Forums. Eight participants {P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P9, P10, P11}
described using technical forums in their software development
activities. Most often, participants discussed using Stack Overflow
in particular. But, {P3} and {P10} also indicated using other unnamed
forums. Collectively, participants indicated forums were useful for
finding high-level general information and required some prior
knowledge to use.
Five participants {P2, P3, P5, P10, P11} indicated using forums for
finding high-level general information. For example, {P3} recalled
using forums for finding only “really simple examples.” Other participants used broad language to describe their needs when asked
about their use of forums, like {P5} who shared forums are used
to “see if I can find something” and {P10} who noted using forums
for finding “some stuff.” {P2} noted the limitations of the generality of the information available on forums, saying “Stack Overflow
only talks about certain things. Right? So, if people have questions
and they have a certain question, maybe I don’t have that question.”
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Interestingly, although forums allow users to ask specific questions
about low-level details, only {P11} indicated using this feature and
“apparently nobody knew [the answer] because I never heard anything
back.”
Five participants {P2, P3, P5, P6, P10} noted that forums require
some prior knowledge to be used effectively. In particular, participants needed to have effectively formulated and articulated the
problems they were facing, in order to find analogous and relevant
answers. For instance, {P3} searched for “people posting in forums,
having similar questions.” {P5} used forums to find “something where
someone is talking about trying to do the same thing [to] figure out
what package they used.” Similarly, {P10} indicated turning to forums to determine “how their function is working to make what I
need work.”
Six participants {P4, P5, P6, P9, P10} remarked upon the accessibility of forums and, in particular, Stack Overflow. Of these participants, only {P10} felt negatively about forums’ accessibility. He
noted that these are not particular to Stack Overflow and did not
identify specific issues. Rather, he suggested that "the problem with
any forum website is that accessibility is the last thing they think
about." {P4, P5, P6, P9} each indicated that Stack Overflow is particularly accessible due to their proper use of headings {P5, P9} and
the use of LaTeX for “math specific things...unless someone links to
an off-site image...But, usually they get yelled at for it” {P4}.
4.1.4 Textbooks. Seven participants {P1, P2, P3, P4, P9, P11, P12}
described using textbooks in their software development activities.
Collectively, participants indicated textbooks were useful for finding both high-level general information and low-level technical
details, and did not require any prior knowledge to use.
Six participants {P2, P3, P4, P9, P11, P12} indicated using textbooks for finding high-level general information. Each of these
participants described using textbooks for obtaining information
about how to get started with a specific language or framework.
Importantly, three of these participants also indicated using textbooks for finding low-level technical details {P2, P4, P12}. {P2} noted
that textbooks can be especially useful in relation to other sources,
because “the book talks about [it] a little bit more in detail. So, yes,
sometimes that information is presented somewhere [else, but] in the
book it is presented very nicely with examples and stuff like that. So,
I’ve found that approach very helpful.” Similarly, {P12} shared, “If I
need to look at a certain feature that we are working on developing...I
look into my textbook [to figure out] the best way I could do it.”
Six participants {P2, P3, P4, P9, P11, P12} spoke to the fact that
textbooks do not require prior knowledge to use. In fact, discussions
of textbooks most often arouse in conversations about learning new
skills. For instance, {P12} shared that before going to other sources,
she would search for “a textbook, or like a guide of some kind.” When
his company was migrating to a new framework, {P2} shared that
“the very first thing I did was I downloaded a [framework-specific]
book.” {P4}’s company was going through a similar migration, and
he shared, “that’s also an interesting new thing that I need to learn,
which is why I went and found a book on it.”
Generally, participants indicated using electronic textbooks {P1,
P2, P4, P9, P11, P12}, sometimes from publishers of books for blind
and low-vision readers {P1, P11} which were largely accessible,
except one which misplaced line-break indicators in code examples
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{P11}. But, {P3} used a physical textbook to find information. He
recounted a story of learning a new programming language to
develop a personalized accessibility tool, sharing:
“I probably spent six months or seven months doing
nothing but learning [this language] and reading the
manual and reading every book on [it] that I could
find...I mean it was two paper books...there is nothing
[else] that gets people ‘zero to 60’...So, we need to get
all of the information that is in those books, into an
accessible format. For me, I wouldn’t have been able to
learn all of this stuff without being able to use a little
bit of a paper book. And as I was working on this project
I started losing vision. And so it became an imperative
for me to get this to work.”
So, while textbooks were especially useful resources, whether they
were accessible largely depended on their format.

4.2

Sources with Alternative Functions

In addition to the strictly informational sources discussed above,
participants also described using information sources which had
other functions than providing information. Specifically, these
sources most commonly included 1) Web Search, 2) Other People,
and 3) Memory. In contrast to strictly information sources, sources
with alternative functions often served highly-specific needs. As
such, their usage and accessibility issues were described in unique
ways.
4.2.1 Web Search. All twelve participants described using web
search sites, like Google, in their recent software development activities. Though not squarely an information source itself, when
asked where they found a specific piece of information, all twelve
participants, at least once in our conversations, suggested they
found it on web search. But, because participants were actually referring to finding information from sources returned by web search,
when asked what needs were met by web search sites, they often
described their needs in extremely vague terms. For example, web
search was described as being used for “looking for other things”
–{P1}, for getting “some information” –{P2}, for “trying to figure out
how to do something” –{P4}, “a means of getting the most relevant
[information] I can” –{P9}, to “see if I can find a different [source]”
–{P10}, for “plumbing the web” –{P11}, and to “see if I find any books,
documents or whatever is available” –{P12}.
But, because web search primarily served as a vehicle for connecting participants to the other discussed sources, participants’
perceptions of its accessibility were nuanced. Where the accessibility of popular search engines was generally perceived positively
{P4, P11}, the variability of the accessibility of the sources returned
as search results created a frustrating experience. {P2} shared “let’s
say I did a quick [search] and then I landed on this website [which]
is not accessible—I have to find a way to navigate the website [or]
it’s going to completely stop me from gathering that information.”
Additionally, {P11} noted that receiving results, only to discover
they are inaccessible is “entirely frustrating...because at that point,
like, ‘Oh, great! This search result sounded like exactly what I needed.
Oh, great! They’re very painful to use or I can’t even read the contents,’ and I have to go back.” So, while web search sites were largely
accessible, the variable accessibility of returned results created an
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mixed experience. Additionally, because the web search sites return
valid results—their intended function—inaccessibility in the sources
returned may be particularly frustrating, in that DWVI, like {P11},
may know they have found the right information, but are then
prevented from retrieving it.

offend somebody. So, they don’t ask the questions to learn. . . So, I [ask]
mainly who I’m close with.” In this way, whether other people were
accessible or inaccessible information sources depended upon the
empathy, knowledge, and collaborative abilities of sighted others.

4.2.2 Other People. Eleven participants (all but {P4}) described
using other people as information sources in their recent software
development activities. Notably, other people sometimes served
to provide information that could not feasibly be provided in any
other format. For example, {P3} shared that he typically likes to
work alone, but needs to exchange information with others because
“when I’m working with another human being, it’s really to solve
a problem that the machine has already failed to address. And so
documentation can be great, you can interconnect all of these topics
and teach us what we need to know. But, it can’t actively problem
solve.” Similarly, {P2} described exchanging information with other
teammates to divide labor in “weekly meetings [where] we talk about
work we have done in the past week, what was assigned to us. . . if
there is a request that came in, or stuff like that.” In these cases
of collaborative problem-solving and distributing labor amongst
teammates, it is unclear whether there are, or could be, alternative
sources for the information provided.
Similarly, seven participants {P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9} indicated using other people as information sources, because they had
domain-specific knowledge. For example, {P9} described having
“weekly meetings with my boss [because] I don’t know much of
anything about [this API]...because he knows a lot more [about it]
than I do.” {P3} used others as information sources to find mathematical information specific to the scientific field in which his
application was being used. {P7} used designers working on his
team to find information specific to their job role, including “how
the different flows work...and the reasoning behind it.” Additionally,
{P1, P2, P6, P8} each used other DWVI as sources for finding information directly pertaining to accessibility issues in development.
{P1} shared, for instance, “I was talking to a deaf-blind [programmer].
And he said to me, [description of accessibility issue]. So, I said ‘What
you really should do, then, is [description of solution].”
Perceptions of the (in)accessibility of using other people as an
information source were particularly nuanced. Five participants
{P1, P2, P6, P10} used other people as workarounds for inaccessible information sources, suggesting other people are particularly
accessible. But, four participants {P7, P9, P11, P12} indicated times
where sighted others introduced accessibility issues in their information seeking. In a positive example, {P2} noted that, because of
his supportive coworkers, relying on sighted assistance is a perfectly acceptable workaround for inaccessibility in other sources.
He shared, “Honestly, when I was taking classes in school the same
thing happened. If I was quiet, I was losing a lot of information. But, if
I was speaking, I was getting more information...So, honestly, I don’t
feel, like, offended or anything if I can’t see. I know there are people
around me who can guide me or tell me what’s going on. So, I don’t feel
odd, at all.” Conversely, {P12} indicated that whether other people
are helpful or a hindrance “depends on how your relationship is with
them...Sometimes the new engineers, when they join, have no idea
what to do, as far as assisting. . . It’s not that they don’t want to do it,
it’s just they don’t know how to do it and, it’s like, they don’t want to

4.2.3 Memory. Nine participants {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P8, P9,
P10} described using their memories as information sources in their
recent software development activities.
Four participants {P3, P4, P5, P8} described using their memories
for storing specific technical information. {P3} discussed having
previously maintained mental models of codebases, which was no
longer feasible as he is “getting older,” as did {P5}, who noted that it
helps “having written most of it.” {P8} described remembering syntax
for command line operations because he “started using computers
back in the early DOS days. So, when I got in and it was like, ‘oh, to
switch directories you type cd/ blah, blah, blah,’ I was like, ‘I remember
this stuff!’” {P4} also stored some programming syntax in memory,
noting “if you commit changes to a repository 12 times a week, you’re
going to eventually remember the syntax to do that.”
Four participants {P1, P5, P6, P10} discussed using their memories
to guide their information seeking. For example, {P5} indicated that,
because he remembered that “on [one] site, they have a pretty useful
tutorial that touches on a lot of the different language features. So,
I would jump to that, because I know that I’ve flicked through it
before and I’m pretty sure that it has [the syntax I want].” Similarly,
{P6} noted that his information seeking was complete, because he
remembered that the function he was seeking is in the language’s
standard library and does not require dependencies. {P1} was the
only participant who discussed remembering which sources were
accessible and which were not. He shared that, because one source
is inaccessible, it “makes me have to remember that in order to get the
best experience, I need to open up [the accessible alternative source].”
From the perspective of information retrieval, memory could
be considered a highly accessible information source, as it does
not require vision or screen readers to use. At a deeper level, however, both {P1} and {P9} spoke to situations where screen readers
interfered with memory’s usability. {P9} often used her vision while
programming even though it strained her eyes, because using a
screen reader is "distracting more than anything...it takes longer to
get into the zone with my screen reader talking to me. So, I sometimes just forgo it." Although only explicitly indicated by {P1}, it
should be noted that memory was also used to transfer information, gathered from the sources discussed above, into code within
the IDE. So, importantly, screen readers interfering with memory
introduced cognitive demands that complicated the use of gathered
information. Reflecting on this difficulty, {P1} shared:
“With [one screen reader], when you land somewhere
[in the IDE] you have to read the line by pressing a key.
With [another] when [it’s] done landing and it settles
down, it reads the line for you. Which is very convenient,
in my opinion, because...it’s just one less thing you have
to remember...It kind of sounds lazy. But, if your brain
is trying to get wrapped around something you just got
done learning and you come back [to the IDE], then it’s
just one more thing to have to remember.”
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So, despite the inherent accessibility of retrieving information from
memory, accessibility issues in other information sources can limit
the viability of using memory as an information source, in this way.

information sources were highly variable, depending on the social
connections between them.

4.3

Though each of the discussed information sources suffered from
accessibility issues, (in)accessibility of individual sources was not
often discussed as a factor in source selection decisions. But, that is
not to suggest that (in)accessibility played no role in information
seeking. Rather, participants typically described the (in)accessibility
of sources as derailing information seeking in progress {P1, P2, P3,
P5, P9, P10, P11, P12}. That is, because the (in)accessibility of a
given information source was only identifiable at the time of its
use, serving as a “show stopper,” in the words of {P2}, it may be
impossible to factor (in)accessibility into a priori decision making.
In fact, the three participants {P1, P5, P12} who did indicate that
(in)accessibility affected their information source selection decision
referred to remembering poor prior experiences with those sources
in their reflections.
Notably, participants described several unique strategies for
working around accessibility barriers arising during information
seeking in development. Five participants {P1, P3, P6, P7, P8} described sharing and receiving information specific to accessibility
in development from other DWVI, who they knew personally {P1,
P8} or contacted through DWVI mailing lists {P1, P3, P6}. For instance, participants often described migrating to certain IDEs based
on recommendations of other DWVI {P1, P3, P6, P8}. But, when
asked about his use of a specific tutorial site, {P7} suggested he
was “just testing” because he heard from other DWVI that it was
particularly accessible. So, participants did not typically address
factoring accessibility into their source selection decisions. But, interestingly, source selection may still be influenced by accessibility,
via community recommendations.
Additionally, five participants {P1, P3, P4, P6, P8} used custom
accessibility setups which they developed themselves {P3, P4, P8} or
had been developed by personal contacts who are also DWVI {P1,
P6, P8}. {P3} and {P4} each indicated using their custom setups to
scaffold information seeking and synthesis. {P4} even noted that, “I
don’t think that [developing your own accessibility tools] is something
that most people have the ability to do for all kinds of reasons. Which
is unfortunate [because] it does definitely make me a little bit more
flexible.” It is likely participants with custom setups also used them
for information seeking, even where not explicitly mentioned. So,
in this way, how accessibility impacts information seeking may
be deeply personal, as it drives the development of customized
workarounds.
So, we did not see strong themes in how participants indicated
that (in)accessibility of technical information sources impacted information seeking. But, our findings suggest that this is because
(in)accessibility’s role in information seeking is nuanced and personal, not necessarily because (in)accessibility plays no role.

Information Source Selection

When reflecting upon their choice of strictly informational sources,
participants often provided clear justification for their decisions.
Specifically, strictly informational sources were used and evaluated based on the technical depth of information provided and the
prior knowledge required to use them. So, unsurprisingly, the most
common factor identified as impacting participants’ selection was
familiarity with a given topic (noted by all but {P10}). When searching for information about an unfamiliar topic, participants typically
described beginning their information seeking in sources which
required little to no prior knowledge to use, like blogs and tutorials
{P1, P2, P8, P11} and textbooks {P2, P3, P4, P9, P11, P12}. Conversely,
participants typically described seeking low-level details in official documentation only after consulting other sources {P1, P2, P4,
P5, P6, P8, P9, P11}. Forums were typically consulted before {P2,
P4, P5, P6, P9} and in conjunction with {P2} official documentation. Notably, where textbooks often served as a starting point for
seeking information about unfamiliar topics, because they also provided low-level technical details {P2, P4, P12} they were sometimes
used again after consulting official documentation. {P2} shared a
particularly illustrative example of this pattern of beginning information seeking in sources which provided general information and
required little prior knowledge, and moving toward increasingly
detailed sources which required more prior knowledge:
“When I found out [two years ago] that we were moving
away from the [previous] platform and we were trying
to implement the [current platform], the very first step
I did–because [the current platform] was new to me–
I downloaded a [text]book, which was talking about
how to implement [the current platform]...[Now,] if I’m
looking for something related to [the current platform],
most of the time, Stack Overflow gives me good information...And if I have found some information that talks
about [a similar problem] by not [my exact problem],
and I know that information is not there, I need to go to
[the official documentation]... And, if the same information is presented in both–on the [official documentation]
as well as on some Stack overflow discussion...then, I’m
100% sure that is the right information. . . Occasionally,
I do use [the textbook], especially if the information is
not on the [official documentation], then the book talks
about it in a little more details. . . I have found that
approach very helpful.”
In contrast, we found no strong patterns in the selection of sources
with alternative functions across participants. In the cases of Web
Search and Memory, it is likely that these decisions happen without
conscious reflection. However, in the decision to use Other People as information sources, it is likely we saw no clear patterns
across participants because 1) Other People were typically described
as providing information that could not be provided by another
source, meaning there is no decision to make, and 2) participants’
perceptions of the accessibility and usability of Other People as

4.4

Accessibility in Information Seeking

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Information Behaviors of Developers with
Visual Impairments
Broadly speaking, we found that the information sources our participants used were highly similar to those used by DWNSVI, as
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documented in prior literature. For example, that developers seek
technical information in online tutorials [17, 31, 51], in forums
[31, 51], in official programming language specification and API documentation [47], from other people [47, 49], through web searches
[30] and in their own memory [17, 49], have each been documented
in previous studies of DWNSVI. Likewise, we found similarities
in the types of accessibility issues identified in technical information sources and those which are common in nontechnical sources.
For instance, visual elements lacking proper textual descriptions,
inappropriately nested or missing heading tags, and links whose
purpose cannot be determined from context are each issues of noncompliance with established Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) [43].
We note that this study is exploratory in nature, and future
research should be conducted to confirm these similarities. Additionally, since the technical information sources discussed were
noncompliant with WCAG, it is possible that higher-level issues
were not discussed by, or were not apparent to, our participants
in light of more fundamental issues. This may have obscured our
ability to identify differences between technical and nontechnical
sources. If WCAG compliance increases substantially in the future,
there may be opportunities for research which revisits this question
and explores considerations of accessible digital content which are
particular to technical information sources.
Our findings differed most substantially from previous research
in the domain of information source selection. Established understandings in Information Science suggest that engineering professionals use the information sources which are easiest for them to
access, disregarding all other factors [27]. So, we expected that the
(in)accessibility of individual information sources would be a significant factor in participants’ source selection decisions. Instead,
we found that the (in)accessibility of information sources was only
known to participants retrospectively. So, many participants {P1,
P2, P3, P5, P9, P10, P12} indicated that accessibility issues in a single
source might interrupt their use of that source, prompting a search
for a new source. But, they could not necessarily factor accessibility
into their source selection decisions, unless they remembered which
previously used sources were (in)accessible, like {P1, P5, P12}.
Vigo et al. [78] tested an approach to annotating hyperlinks
with metadata reflecting the accessibility of the sites behind those
links, to provide such information in advance. Interestingly, the
authors did not find agreement in their sample of everyday web
users with visual impairments about the utility of this tool. It is not
clear whether this approach would be more useful for tech-savvy
users, like DWVI. But, given that ease of access has been shown
to be a significant factor in information source selection for engineering professionals [27], it is possible that the availability of such
a tool would have changed our findings. There is room for future
work testing this hypothesis and the utility of providing predictive
accessibility metrics in a professional development environment.

5.2

Accessibility in Development as an
Information Seeking Process

At a high level, the identified similarities between DWVIs’ information behaviors and those previously documented in studies of
DWNSVI could suggest that being a software developer plays a
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stronger role in information seeking than accessibility and visual
abilities. But, that does not mean accessibility plays no role in understanding information seeking by DWVI. Here, we found that
examining development as an information seeking process emphasized the importance of when and why accessibility issues arise, and
how they are overcome, which indicate the influence of contextual
and social factors that make some aspects of accessible development
more critical and complex to address than others.
For example, because expertise was a driving factor in source
selection, the information seeking process described by our participants more closely resembled a sequential and ongoing learning
process, than a discrete act of probing a single information source.
Our participants typically indicated beginning in resources that
provided high-level general information which required little prior
knowledge to use, like blogs and tutorials, and moved toward lowerlevel technical resources, like official documentation, only after
gaining prior knowledge. In many ways, this finding is intuitive—
sources which require little prior knowledge will be used when
developers are facing unfamiliar problems.
However, within this context, understanding when accessibility
issues arise in information seeking suggests issues in some sources
may be more detrimental than others. In particular, we found blogs
and tutorials were the sources most frequently noted to have accessibility issues {P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P12}, because they
often contained visual media. Since they are instructional resources,
it is unsurprising that blogs and tutorials made heavy use of visual
information, which can be especially illustrative for novices. At the
same time, because tutorials are directed at new learners, their accessibility issues likely arise in a moment when DWVI are already
attempting to make sense of an unfamiliar problem. Additionally,
information provided by blogs and tutorials was used to scaffold
subsequent information seeking. So, accessibility issues in these
sources may create gaps in knowledge which impact DWVIs’ abilities to make effective use of the more technical information sources
employed later, like official documentation. For these reasons, our
findings suggest increasing the accessibility of instructional content, like blogs and tutorials, is especially important. Abdolrahmani
et al. [4] previously argued that some technological problems are
too large to address fully, such that accessible technology designers
may have to prioritize the most critical issues. In this spirit, we
find that universal increases in web accessibility are important for
DWVI. But, focused investigation into increasing accessibility in
online instructional information sources, like blogs and tutorials,
may be especially critical for supporting accessible development.
Similarly, understanding why accessibility issues arise in information seeking highlighted the use of other people as information
sources as a particularly complex source of accessibility issues in
development. Mealin and Murphy-Hill [56] found previously that
DWVI rely on sighted colleagues for obtaining visual information
and that doing so causes embarrassment. But, our findings suggest that whether employing the vision of sighted colleagues as a
workaround was perceived by DWVI as an embarrassing act of reliance or a typical team collaboration depended upon the knowledge
and empathy of their sighted teammates. Consider, for instance, the
difference between {P2}’s suggestion that asking for help does not
make him “feel odd, at all,” and {P12} indicating that she asks for
assistance from “mainly who I’m close with” because whether others
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are helpful “depends on how your relationship is with them.” At the
same time, interacting with sighted coworkers may be a necessity
in information seeking, as other people often served to provide
information that may not be reasonably replicated by technological
solutions, like distributing labor {P2}, engaging in collaborative
problem solving {P3}, and offering domain-specific knowledge {P1,
P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9}.
These findings suggest that, even in a highly accessible technical environment, professional DWVI may never truly be able to
operate fully independently for the same reason DWNSVI may not
be able to operate fully independently—the collaborative nature of
their job. It is unlikely that increasing the technical accessibility
of development tools and information sources can sidestep such
socially produced accessibility issues. How social factors impact
accessibility in environments shared by people with and without
visual impairments has been explored in homes [18, 73, 74], schools
[23, 57, 58] and office spaces [19]. But, collaborations between people with and without visual impairments in computer programming
have primarily addressed teams of children in an educational capacity [42, 76]. Our findings indicate that interpersonal dynamics in
professional development teams influence the overall accessibility
of development for DWVI, and there is an opportunity for further
investigation in this space.
Likewise, observed similarities in information behaviors could
suggest previous approaches to easing information seeking and
synthesis for DWNSVI [16, 37–39, 52, 59, 61, 75] may be adequate
for supporting DWVI, if their interfaces are accessibly implemented.
But, understanding how our participants overcame accessibility
issues suggests that adopting the strategies that were previously
successful for supporting DWNSVI may not be the only—or even
best—approach to supporting DWVI. Specifically, we found that
many participants had created custom accessibility setups for their
development activities {P1, P3, P4, P6, P8}.
Creating accessible technologies on behalf of people with disabilities is often a necessity in HCI, because of differences in the
technical capabilities of researchers and their anticipated end users.
In the domain of accessible software development, however, many
target users have the deep technical expertise required to create
their own digital tools. {P4}, in particular, noted that designing custom accessibility tools is advantageous, “because it does definitely
make [him] a little bit more flexible.” Flexibility and customizability
are especially important in designing for accessibility, because users’
preferences and (dis)abilities are highly diverse. Even within our
sample, which included only screen reader users, our interviewees
had varying levels of visual acuity, which impacted their information behaviors. Consider for instance {P9} who used her vision when
in the presence of others because screen readers distracted her, even
though she preferred not to strain her eyes. Because of this diversity, accessible making [24, 40] and consumer-grade 3D-printing
technologies [20, 21, 35] have been explored as routes toward creating personalized assistive devices in the physical world. Similarly,
our findings suggest that, given the population of interest, accessibility in information seeking—and potentially other development
activities—may be better supported by tools which scaffold DWVI
in creating personalized software tools, than by imposing top-down,
generalized design solutions.
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So, although we did not observe strong differences in information behaviors between DWVI and those previously documented
of DWNSVI, our findings suggest accessibility may impact DWVIs’
software development experience, even where no behavioral differences are observable. As a collective, our findings suggest that, even
in the highly technical domain of software development, understanding accessibility requires attending to contextual and social
factors—outside of the IDE.

6

CONCLUSION

We conducted observations and interviews with twelve DWVI in
order to identify the information sources they use in development,
the common accessibility issues in these sources, and their strategies
for selecting an information source. We compared our findings
against previous studies of DWNSVIs’ information behaviors and
recommendations for designing nontechnical information sources.
We found that, despite many superficial similarities, examining
development as an information seeking process highlighted the
role of contextual and social factors in determining the overall
accessibility of the development process.
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